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This paper considers the possibility of tiling regions using dominoes. Multiply-
connected planar regions consisting of unit squares are studied. These regions
include subsets of the checkerboard, but other variants are also discussed. It
presents more generalized discussions than Thurston’s necessary and sufficient
condition given for the simply-connected regions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
We consider problems concerning the possibility of tiling regions by
dominoes. Here a region consist of unit squares, and a domino is formed by
two unit squares attached to each other edge to edge. A region can be tiled,
if there exists at least one way to cover every square of the region exactly
once without parts of the dominoes extending over the boundary of the
region.
For this kind of problem, Conway and Lagarias [1] gave a necessary
condition for simply-connected regions of the checkerboard, by introducing
the boundary invariant using the method of the combinatorial group
theory. Here the checkerboard is the plane R2 partitioned by a square grid.
It consists of lattice points, edges, and cells (unit squares). Usually the
checkerboard is colored black and white in a way that any neighboring
squares have different colors; two squares are neighbors if they have a
common edge. What Conway’s condition tells us is that the numbers of the
black and white squares must be equal. Thurston [2] analyzed the boundary
invariant and, as a result, gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the
possibility of domino tilings on simply-connected regions of the checker-
board.
In this paper, we give a necessary and sufficient condition when the
region is not simply-connected, including the case for the later-described
checkerboard-like regions. It is stated as follows.
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Main Theorem. A planar checkerboard-like region can be tiled with
dominoes if and only if the values of all the null-homologous admissible loops
are non-negative.
In Section 1 we define the terms used in Main Theorem. Section 2 shows
the proof of the necessity. Section 3 gives the proof of the sufficiency.
1. Preparation
We consider the domino tiling problems on a connected region similar
to the regions of the checkerboard. In this paper, the word region implies
that it is a subset of a plane unless stated otherwise. A region of the checker-
board consists of unit squares. Each square is colored black or white, and
any two neighboring squares have different colors. We define checker-
board-like region as follows.
Definition 1.1. A region R is checkerboard-like if R consists of unit
squares joined together by having edges in common with others. Here no
more than two squares have the same edge in common, and each square
is colored black or white in a way that no two neighboring squares have
the same color. An edge of R is that of the constructing squares and is said
to be on the interior of R if it belongs to two different squares. A vertex of
R is that of the constructing squares and is said to be on the interior of R
if all the edges incident with this vertex are on the interior of R.
This definition permits unusual regions such as the region (b) shown in
Fig.1.1. This region cannot be described as a subset of the checkerboard.
Fig. 1.1. Planar checkerboard-like regions. (a) is a subset of the checkerboard, but (b) is
not. Black vertices and thick edges are on the boundary, and white vertices and thin edges are
on the interior of the regions.
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Fig. 1.2. Underlying edge directions.
In the following, we restrict our discussion to planar checkerboard-like
regions.
Definition 1.2. We introduce the underlying edge direction on each
edge of the region so that the edge has a black square to its left or a white
square to its right (Fig.1.2).
Definition 1.3. A (directed ) edge path p of R traces vertices
v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn&1 , vn in turn, or consists of a sequence of directed edges
[vi 1&1 vi : i=1, 2, ..., n]. We use the notation [v0 , v1 , ..., vn&1 , vn] or
p(v0 , vn) to denote this path. It is a loop if vn=v0 . We define the value of
the path p as
(P) =(v0v1)+(v1v2) + } } } +(vn&1vn).
Here (vi&1vi) is the value of the edge vi&1vi ; it takes +1 when this edge
is parallel to the underlying edge direction, and otherwise &1.
Since the value of an edge loop encircling a square is \4, the values of
two edge paths differ by a multiple of 4 if these paths are homologous
relative end points.
Definition 1.4. A path p is admissible, if p is a directed edge path
which follows the underlying edge direction on the interior of R.
2. Proof of the Necessity
Suppose a domino tiling of a connected region R is given. By introducing
the tiling-dependent height function on the vertices, we prove the necessity
of the theorem.
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Fig. 2.1. Values of the height function H on a simply connected region. The values on the
boundary fix if the base point is taken on the boundary. Note that the values on the interior
(values in circles) may vary depending on the ways of tilings.
Definition 2.1. A path p is a domino edge path if p is a directed edge
path and consists only of the edges that are on the boundaries of the
dominoes of the given tiling (without the edges covered by dominoes).
Since the value of a domino edge loop encircling a domino is zero, the
values of two domino edge paths are equal if these paths are homologous
to each other.
Proof of the necessity of the Main Theorem. Let (R , ?, R) be the homology
covering space of R, and lift the given tiling to R (which, by its definition,
need not be planar). We define a height function H on the vertices of the
region R (Fig. 2.1). Take a base point (vertex) V on R and let H(V)=0. For
vertex v on R , take a domino edge path p on R from V to v and define H(v)
by the value of the path ?( p) on R, i.e., H(v)=(?( p)). Note that this
value is independent of the domino edge path chosen because the values of
two domino edge paths on R homologous relative end points are equal. Let
l be a null-homologous admissible loop on R and let l be a lift of l to the
covering space R . As R is the homology cover of R, l is a loop on R .
Suppose that this loop l traces vertices v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn&1 , vn(vn=v0) in
turn, that is,
l =[v0 , v1 , v2 , ..., vn&1 , vn].
When the edge vi&1 vi is a domino edge on R , (?(vi&1vi)) equals to
H(vi)&H(vi&1) which is either 1 or &1. Otherwise the edge vi&1vi is
covered by a domino, and thus (?(vi&1 vi)) equals to 1 while
H(vi)&H(vi&1) equals to &3. Therefore, in either cases we have;
(?(vi&1 vi)) H(vi)&H(vi&1).
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Sum up both hands, we obtain the inequality
:
n
i=1
(?(vi&1vi))  :
n
i=1
[H(vi)&H(vi&1)].
The left-hand-side is the value of the admissible loop l, and the right
equals to zero since vn=v0 . That is, (l)0. K
3. Proof of the Sufficiency
We give a tiling of a region where the values of all null-homologous
admissible loops are non-negative. It is dealt with in two steps; cutting the
multiply-connected region into a simply-connected one, and giving an
actual tiling of this simply-connected region. The former is reduced to the
following proposition via Condition C1.
C1. The values of all the null-homologous admissible loops are non-
negative.
Proposition 3.1. Let Rn be an n-ply-connected region that satisfies
Condition C1. Then, there exists a path, namely a cutting path c, that
connects two different boundary components of Rn , and, when cut along c,
makes Rn into n&1-ply-connected region Rn&1 that also satisfies Condition
C1 (see Fig. 3.1).
This proposition held, we can cut Rn down to a simply-connected
region by repeating this procedure, and still preserve each region to satisfy
Condition C1. Thus, a multiply-connected region is cut into a simply-
connected one. As for the latter step, Thurston’s theorem gives tilings of
simply-connected regions of the checkerboard. The representation and the
conditions Thurston gave are essentially the same as ours, and it can be
generalized to give tilings of any simply-connected checkerboard-like
regions. Thus we obtain a tiling of Rn .
Fig. 3.1. Cutting Rn along path c makes into n&1-ply-connected region Rn&1.
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The rest of this section is the proof of the proposition.
Definition 3.2. Let  i (i=1, 2, ..., n) be the connected components of
the boundary of R (see Fig. 3.2), and let (i) be the value of the edge loop
encircling a boundary i once. The direction is taken so as to have the
interior of R to its left.
Lemma 3.3. Let l be an admissible loop on an n-ply-connected region R
satisfying Condition C1. We define coefficients mi ’s for the bases i ’s so that
l would be homologous to m1 1+m2 2+ } } } +mn n . Then we have the
inequality
(l)  :
n
i=1
mi( i).
Proof. Let x0 be a vertex on l, choose a vertex xi for each boundary
i and take admissible paths p(xi&1 , xi) from xi&1 to xi for i=1, 2, ..., n.
Finally take an admissible path p(xn , x0) so that the loop +
+= p(x0 , x1)+ p(x1 , x2)+ } } } + p(xn&1 , xn)+ p(xn , x0)
would be null-homologous (see Fig. 3.3). Note that the value (+) is
positive by the assumption. Then we consider the following admissible
loop:
kl+ p(x0 , x1)+k(&m1) 1+ p(x1 , x2)+k(&m2)2
+ } } } + p(xn&1 , xn)+k(&mn) n+ p(xn , x0).
This loop encircles l for k times, and then, on its trip along +, encircles i
for k(&mi) times with xi as its starting point. Since this loop is null-
homologous,
Fig. 3.2. Connected components of the boundary of a region.
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Fig. 3.3. Loop + denoted by broken curve.
kl+++ :
n
i=1
k(&mi) i0
k(l) +(+) +k : (&mi) i0.
Thus,
(l)+
1
k
(+): mi(i).
As k is an arbitrary integer, we have (l)  mi(i) . K
Definition 3.4. For an admissible loop l, we define coefficients
mi ’s for the bases i ’s so that l would be homologous to m11+
m2 2+ } } } +mn n . Then, we define the essential value ((l)) of the loop l,
as
((l))=(l) & :
n
i=1
mi( i) .
Note that ((l)) 0 holds by Lemma 3.3 if the region satisfies Condition C1.
We define Condition C2 as follows.
C2. The essential values of all the admissible loops are non-negative.
The two conditions C1 and C2 are equivalent because Condition C2
contains C1 and C2 is induced from C1 by Lemma 3.3.
Definition 3.5. Let :(x, y) be an edge path from x to y and p(x, y) be
an admissible path from x to y. Then we define the essential value of path
p against : as
(( p)) |:=(( p+:$))&(:$) ,
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Fig. 3.4. Paths : and :$ for the definition of (( p)) |: .
where :$ is an admissible path from y to x that makes the loop :+:$ null-
homologous (see Fig. 3.4). Note that the value (( p)) |: is independent of
the path :$ chosen.
Suppose the region R satisfies Condition C1 (or C2). Take a base point
V on 0 and a vertex v on 1 . By fixing :(V, v) and :$(v, V), we have the
following inequality:
(( p(V, v))) |:=(( p+:$))&(:$) &(:$).
As the right-most-side is a constant number, there exists a path p which
attains the minimum of the left-hand-side.
Definition 3.6. Let an edge path p trace vertices x0 , x1 , ..., xm and let
q trace vertices y0 , y1 , ..., yn . Two paths p and q are said to cross each other
if there are two successive subsequences of the sequence [xi] and [ yi]
being equivalent in order or in reverse. To be more precise, paths p and q
cross each other in order if there exist i, j and k, satisfying 1ii+km
and 1 j j+kn, that gives xi&1{ yj&1 , xi+k+1{yj+k+1 and
xi+l=yj+l for all l ’s with 0lk. They cross each other in reverse order
if there exist i, j and k, as above, giving xi&1{ yj+k+1, xi+k+1{ yj&1 and
xi+l= yj+k&l for all l’s in the range 0lk. We call this subsequence of
vertices a crossing of p and q. It is a crossing even if paths p and q have
only one vertex in common. Moreover, if two different subsequence of p are
equivalent as above, it is said to have a self-crossing. Now we define the
switching of a crossing (Fig. 3.5). Take the case where two different paths
or two different parts of a path have crossing z in order as below:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  xi+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj&2  yj&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  yj+k+1  yj+k+2  } } }
xi&1 { yj&1 , xi+k+1 { yj+k+1.
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Fig. 3.5. Switching of a crossing. The circled parts are the crossings. Note that the
diagram on the right also shows a crossing.
We define the switching of the crossing at z as the changing of the two
paths described above into the following:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  yj+k+1  yj+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj&2  yj&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  xi+k+2  } } }
Next, the case where two different path or two different part of a path have
crossing z in reverse order:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  xi+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj+k+2  yj+k+1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  yj&1  yj&2  } } }
xi&1 { yj+k+1, xi+k+1 { yj&1.
The switching of the crossing at z is defined as the changing of the above
two paths into the following:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0 z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  xi+k+2  } } }
a A
} } }  yj+k+2  yj+k+1 z0  z1  } } }  zk  yj&1  yj&2  } } }
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that the region R satisfies Condition C1. We take
a base point V on 0 and a vertex v on 1 , and fix a path :(V, v). Then there
exists a path p among the paths attaining the minimum number of (( p)) |:
that has no self-crossings.
Proof. Suppose that a minimum giving path p has some self-crossings.
Switching one of the crossings, the path p can be divided into p$+l$, i.e.
p= p$+l$ (see Fig. 3.6). Here l$ is an admissible loop and p$ is an
admissible path from V to v with the number of the self-crossings less than
that of p. Thus we have
(( p)) |:=(( p$+l$)) |:
=(( p$)) |:+((l$))
(( p$)) |: .
We can repeat this manipulation until the path has no self-crossings. K
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Fig. 3.6. Disconnecting an admissible loop from a path by the switching of the crossing.
Definition 3.8. Let p be an admissible path, from V on 0 to v on 1 ,
that has no self-crossings and that gives the minimum number of ((P)) |: .
For such a path p, there exists a subsequence c=[vk , vk+1 , ..., vl&1 , vl] of
p such that vk is on 0 , vl is on i (i{0), vj is on the interior of R or 0 for
all j ’s less than k and is on the interior of R for all j ’s greater than k and
less than l. We call this subsequence c a cutting path. (Fig. 3.7).
Note that the definition above assures c to have no self-crossings.
Let the cutting path c be represented by a vertices sequence [d0 ,
d1 , ..., dm], and let # be a sub-path of c, so [di , di+1 , ..., dj] (0i jm).
Then, by the minimality of c, we have an inequality
((q(di , dj ))) | #(#(di , dj)) ,
for all admissible path q from di to dj (Fig. 3.8).
Proof of Proposition 3.1. As the two conditions C1 and C2 are equivalent,
it is sufficient to show that the essential value of any admissible loop on
Rn&1 is non-negative. Also, all the admissible loops on Rn have their essen-
tial values non-negative. So what we should discuss is the case where the
admissible loop l on Rn&1 is not that of Rn . Suppose l has k sub-path # ’s
whose directed edges are anti-parallel to the underlying edge direction in
the interior of Rn . We call these the reversing parts. (See Fig. 3.9.) If l is
Fig. 3.7. Cutting path c.
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Fig. 3.8. Essential value of q against # is greather than or equal to the value of #.
an admissible loop, these reversing parts are placed on the cutting path c.
We prove ((l)) 0 by induction on k.
When k=1: we divide l into l=#(x1 , y1)+ p( y1 , x1) (Fig. 3.10). The
sub-path # from the vertex x1 to y1 is a reversing part of l. As # is a path
on the boundary of Rn&1 , the path #&1( y1 , x1) which reversely traces the
vertices of #(x1 , y1) is admissible. So we have
(( p( y1 , x1))) | #&1(#&1( y1 , x1)) .
Using the equation (#&1( y1 , x1))=&(#(x1 , y1)) , we get
(( p( y1 , x1))) | #&1+(#(x1 , y1)) 0.
Thus,
(( p( y1 , x1)+#(x1 , y1)))0.
This means ((l))0.
We will show ((l))0 for all admissible loop l on Rn&1 having k
reversing parts. Divide l into
l=#(x1 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2)+#(x2 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1).
The paths #(x1 , y1) and #(x2 , y2) are two of the k reversing parts. As we
cut Rn along the cutting path c to achieve Rn&1 , the cutting path c on Rn
Fig. 3.9. Thick loop at the upper side is an admissible loop without reversing parts, and
the loop at the lower side is an admissible loop with a reversing part.
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maps to two boundary parts c1 and c2 on Rn&1. Thus there are two cases
to discuss: first, when the two paths #(x1 , y1) and #(x2 , y2) are both placed
on the same ci , and second, when they are placed on different ci ’s.
When the two paths #(x1 , y1) and #(x2 , y2) are placed on the same ci
(Fig. 3.11): For two vertices x and y placed on ci , we denote, ci (x, y) as
a path on ci from x to y. Because the equation
((#(x1 , y1)+#(x2 , y2)))
=((ci (x1 , y1)+ci (x2 , y2)))
=((ci (x1 , y1)+ci ( y1 , x2)+ci (x2 , y2)+ci (x2 , y1)))
=((ci (x1 , y2)+ci (x2 , y1)))
holds, we have
((l))=((#(x1 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2)+#(x2 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1)))
=((ci (x2 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2)+ci (x1 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1)))
=((ci (x2 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2))) +((ci (x1 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1))).
Note that the two terms on the right-hand-side represent the values of two
admissible loops. As the number of reversing part of each loop is less than
k, their values are not negative by induction assumption. Therefore
((l)) 0.
When the two paths #(x1 , y1) and #(x2 , y2) are placed on different ci ’s
(Fig. 3.12): c1 _ 0 _ c2 is a part of a boundary of Rn&1 . We define vertex
zi as zi=ci & 0(i=1, 2), ci (x, y) as before and define 0(zi , zj) as an edge
path from zi to zj on 0 . Then, the following equation holds:
((#(x1 , y1)+#(x2 , y2)))
=((c1(x1 , y1)+c1( y1 , z1)+c1(z1 , y1)
+c2(x2 , y2)+c2( y2 , z2)+c2(z2 , y2)))
=((c1(x1 , y1)+c1( y1 , z1)+c1(z1 , y1)+0(z1 , z2)
+0(z2 , z1)+c2(x2 , y2)+c2( y2 , z2)+c2(z2 , y2)))
=((c1(x1 , y1)+c1( y1 , z1)+0(z1 , z2)+c2(z2 , y2)
+c2(x2 , y2)+c2( y2 , z2)+0(z2 , z1)+c1(z1 , y1)))
=((c1(x1 , z1)+0(z1 , z2)+c2(z2 , y2)
+c2(x2 , z2)+0(z2 , z1)+c1(z1 , y1))).
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Fig. 3.10. Loop l divided into two paths p and #.
Fig. 3.11. Dividing a loop into two loops when two reversing parts are placed on the same ci .
Fig. 3.12. Dividing a loop into two loops when two reversing parts are placed on different ci’s.
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Then
((l)) =((#(x1 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2)+#(x2 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1)))
=((c1(x1 , z1)+0(z1 , z2)+c2(z2 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1)
+c2(x2 , z2)+0(z2 , z1)+c1(z1 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2)))
=((c1(x1 , z1)+0(z1 , z2)+c2(z2 , y2)+ p( y2 , x1)))
+((c2(x2 , z2)+0(z2 , z1)+c1(z1 , y1)+ p( y1 , x2)))
0.
It leads to the result ((l))0, by the same discussion as the former case.
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